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MrChak's TD Survivor 9.4 and h3 Earth, Fire, Water, Nature, Light and Dark Elements combine in this combination-focused destroyer survivor. Rate this map: (276) Good - (145) Bad Share this map: Tweet Download item TD 9.4.w3x Report This map Category: Tower Defense (Survivor) Tile Set: Lordaeron Summer Dimensions: 160x96 Playable Area: 132x7 8 Featured Players:
2-8 Size: 0.72 MB Uploaded: 11 Nov 2012 16:03 Rating: 276 Good 145 Bad Downloads: 120946 Warcraft 3 TFT custom Tower Defense game based on six basic elements : Fire, Earth, Light, Nature, Water and Darkness. Elements can combine to create hybrid towers with special in-game skills. There are 15 two-piece towers and 20 three-piece towers. To add to the playability,
there are many difficulty settings, the ability to play with heroes, and a choice of different victory conditions of the game. See if you can survive 60 waves of creeping guns though attack items. This is blizzard entertainment's Warcraft 3 map. This version is the first release on CNET Download.com. Home Maps &amp; Resources &gt; Maps &gt; What is Tower Defense? Element
TD is an eight-player custom Warcraft III game. According to the tradition of the former Tower Defenses, invading hordes follow a certain path from start to finish. Towers must be built, creeps must be killed, victory must be earned! Strategy proliferation: Earth, fire and water... Unlike most Tower Defenses, element TD has two major innovations that allow for a depth of strategy
unheard of in modern Tower Defense gameplay. While traditional warcraft 3 Tower Defenses come out of armor type and attack type, Element TD creates its own world where each invading horde and attacking tower has a specific element. Each elemental armor deals additional damage from the preceding element and retains almost the inviolability of the element that is
observing it. As a result, each turret deals damage based on the attack element compared to the attacking armor element creeps. The circle of elements goes as follows: Light &gt; Darkness &gt; Water &gt; Fire &gt; Nature &gt; Earth &gt; ... Light is it all? The TD element retains a unique form of leveling defensive towers that open the door to a new dimension of strategy. Starting
at level 5 and then for every 5 levels, the player selects the Elemental Guardian to summon. These guardians guide the secrets of a deep and powerful elementary magician, and after killing, they grant the user the use of a specific element. These elements either fill existing towers with their specific features or inhabit their own specialized elemental tower. Starting with two
elements, the user can combine elements and create unique double and triple element towers. Each tower has its own offensive and support abilities. There are no two Elements. The devil in detail... Each element can be re-selected to create basic towers of level 1, 2, 2, 3. In this way, 6 base elements create six base towers, each of which is appropriate to the number of
guardians of one element that the user killed. Each element connects to a different element to create a unique double tower, and each double tower can combine with a third and separate element to create a triple element tower. Element TD has 15 double towers and 20 triple towers. In addition, each hybrid tower can be upgraded to increase its own attack or support capabilities.
Towers can only be upgraded if all their components are taken to the next level. In Element TD, better towers are only available by killing more Elemental Guardians. Example: Two dead Fire Guardians and two Dead Water Guardians allow for a two-piece tower at Level 2 Fire + Water. Getting richer? While the instincts of players can be to build as strong a defense as they can
manage in Tower Defense, you're rewarded for scheduling that expensive tower and raising money in element TD. Every 15 seconds, all players gain interest in unused gold of 2% of their current cash. Players can also raise the initial interest rate once every five levels at the expense of selecting an item. In higher difficulty levels, survival depends on the proper placement of the
tower and cash management. By allowing some gold to accumulate, you may find that at first the level creeps past the defense; However, element TD does not trade the money lost in kills for money obtained by collecting. Players no longer lose gold for losing a key kill. In most Tower Defense games, if you allow creep to reach the end of its path, you lose your life and whatever
gold you would earn from killing it. In Element TD, leaked respawn creeps at the beginning of the path. This gives you another chance at the gold they carry, but it gives you another chance to creep at you. To reach the end of Elemental Tower Defense, all 60 waves must be completely defeated. At the end of the road lies a dark and disturbing victory... Visit the site in Reviews
15:25, 11 Jul 2009 PurplePoot: A fairly well-known and respected map that doesn't really need another review to tell people it's amazing. Rated highly recommended based on user contribution, fame, and in-game quality. Page 1 of 4 1 2 3 4 Next &gt; Home Maps &amp; Resources &gt; Maps &gt; Welcome, on this page you can find warcraft 3 Element TD maps for download. The
TD element is one of the best and most famous defensive maps of the war tower. The TD element has depth and is well balanced and has a lot more to learn than other warcraft 3 tower defense games! Choosing the right items and combine them well is the key to winning! A TD element is a clever and good, balanced map where you have to decide which elements you want to
combine. Each element is strong vs. and weak vs. another. Up to 8 players can play games, and you need to protect your own base. You have to stop the incoming hordes creeping out of the towers. In the event of a leak, you lose If you have lost all your life you lose the game. To play Element TD, simply download the map below and play it as a custom WC3 game. Element TD
Survivor Elements List:Normal TowersFire Element TowersNature Element TowersEarth Element TowersDark Element TowersWater Element TowersWarcraft 3 Element TD Map Download: In warcraft 3 tower defense map Element TD build towers and protect your sanctuary agaisnt creeps! At first you have 50 lives, and if 50 creeps go their way you're dead! There are several
basic towers to begin with, but the main towers are element towers. At the start you can choose one item for free! For beginners fire is a good way to go!  Downloads: 97,664 Download Size: 7.4 MBEasy Guide: How to Win in A TD Item? There are many strong combinations of towers that can be used in element TD like nature and light or water and earth combo. Every 5
waves you get another element that you can summon. In Element TD it is important not to lose your life in the early stages and quickly gain strong towers. You do not need 30 or 40 towers, you should be able to stay on 5-10 towers in the first minutes. Level up your elementals and create great synergies. Item TD map thumbnail image: Have fun playing =)Do you like Green TD
too? Element TD Survivor 9.4b by MrChak and h3 - add music - fix infinite music loop - optimized map - start all players 1000 gold Rate this map: (46) Good - (117) Bad Share this map: Tweet Download item TD 9.4b.w3x Report This map Category: Tower Defense (Survivor) Tileset: Lordaeron Dimensions Summer Dimensions: 160x96 Playable Surface: 132x78 Featured Players:
2-8 Size: 2.46 MB Uploaded: 25 Feb 2015 10:53 Rating: 46 Good 117 Bad Downloads: 19556 Element TD Survivor 9.4b latest version (3.70) Thank you for voting! TD Survivor 9.4 Earth, Fire, Water, Nature, Light, and Dark Elements combine in this surviving destroyer focused on combinations. (3.80) Thank you for voting! TD Survivor 9.4 EM (4.40) Thank you for voting! TD
Survivor 9.3 (4.33) Thank you for voting! TD Survivor 9.2 (4.67) Thank you for voting! TD Survivor 9.0 2011 (5.00) Thank you for voting! TD Survivor 8.8 (3.33) Thank you for voting! Element TD Survivor 7.3.1.21 (4.50) Thank you for voting! TD Survivor 7.2 (4.50) Thank you for voting! TD Survivor 7.1 (4.50) Thank you for voting! TD Survivor 6.9a (4.50) Thank you for voting! TD
Survivor 6.0 (4.50) Thank you for voting! TD Survivor 5.1 (3.00) Thank you for voting! Elements of TD Survivor 5.0 Firer, Naturer, Earthr, Lightr, Darknessr, and Waterr combine in this surviving destroyer focused on combinations. Visit the page (2.50) Thank you for voting! TD Survivor 4.3b Thank you for voting! Votes! Votes!
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